
Be as you want to be, 
work the way you want.

Spacewood Office Solutions Pvt. Ltd.



TMFlexbility - the very DNA of Lineo

As the millenial generation takes over, 

traditional work methods, interaction 

modes, communication styles are all 

melting away and taking new forms. 

This dizzy pace of change is forever 

challenging the status quo and raising 

the bar. 

At SOS, we view these not merely as 

challenges to be met; or problems to 

be solved - but as opportunities to 

bring out the best in us and break 

new ground and offer world class 

office furniture solution. 

nn oI v ink gnia h ttive

TMAn innovatively designed modular desking solution, Lineo  is a system that 
forever evolves with you, Lineo's  flexibility  in customisation ensures that you 
never have to compromise on what you want.

TMTruly, Lineo  lets you be what you want to be, working the way you want.
TMTake the Lineo  Leg, for example. If you can think of a shape, you can have it. 

Options you never thought of are now possible, at the flick your finger!
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TMThe innovative modular design of Lineo  spoils you 
TM for choice even more. Lineo  offers partition screens 

in a variety of colours, textures and materials.

Spoilt for choice . . .  
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TMWelcome to the Lineo  office
TMLineo  offers you a solution, irrespective of how complex or demanding 

the requirement may be.

With myriads of configurations and a choice of colours and finishes, 
TMLineo  offerings cover your entire office landscape.



TMLINEO  Cabin & Meeting Tables
TMLineo  Cabin and Meeting tables offer the same flexibility as the workstations, 

giving you a choice of elegant finishes, stylish legs and storage options that 
lend your cabins and meeting rooms a unique character while seamlessly 
blending in with the rest of your office.

how green can green be? 
TMLineo  shows you how!

LEED (Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design) is a rating system for the design, construction 
and operation of high performance green buildings.

Lineo qualifies for LEED credits for a number of parameters, notably Materials & Resources; Recycled 
Content; Regional Materials; Rapidly Renewable material and Indoor Environment & Quality.

LINEO is an IGBC certified GreenPro listed product. GreenPro is a product certification that 
guaranteed the eco and environment friendliness of product throughout its life cycle.

LINEO is ANSI/BIFMA e3-2014 certified product conforming to Furniture Sustainability Standards. 
The level of conformance is GOLD. This standard provides Assessment Criteria for carbon footprint, 
recyclability and biodegradability of materials used in the product.

 recyclability
46.54% 

biodegradability

Aluminium 
100%

CRCA + HRD + STEEL
100%

Particle Board
100%46.8%

Plastic+PVC 

Others (Die-cast/
Powder/Glue)

96.05%

Particle Board
99.713%

71.9% 



Technical Specifications 

The secret of LINEO’s customisation possibilities is the innovatively design under structure and its capability of separating, 
handling and managing large number of electrical and data cables, making wire management simple and trouble-free.
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Dimensions 
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Table Tops

Pre / Post laminate:

Straight edge; 25mm thick

Membrane Top:

Chamfered edge; 25mm thick

Postform Edge Profile:

Round-27mm thick, Waterfall-25mm thick

Finshes  

18mm thick with gasket: 
Fabric / Magnetic

8mm thick: 
Sandwich Glass

25/33mm thick with 
aluminium trim: 
Fabric / Laminate / 
Magnetic /  Soft Pinup

28mm thick with frame: 
Fabric / Laminate / 
Marker / Magnetic / 
Soft Pinup  
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All dimensions in mm

Storage ConfigurationsCabin Table Configurations 

2 shutter 
storage

2 shutter storage
2 book drawer

3 shutter storage

2 shutter storage
2 book drawer

1 file drawer

2 shutter storage
4 book drawer
2 file drawer

2 shutter storage
2 open shelf

Linear: 
CRCA Square pipe 50 vertical, 
40 horizontal pipe

Tubular: CRCA Pipe, 
50 diameter, 
40 horizontal square pipe

Hock: CRCA 
pipe 50x60

Loop: CRCA Triangular Pipe
40X40X57

Fusion: 45 extruded 
aluminium dual colour

Splayed: CRCA square 
pipe 40x40

Leg Options

Heel: CRCA
50x60

W 1500 / 1650 / 1800 / 1950 / 2100
D 750 / 900

W 1800 / 1950 / 2100
D 1050

Table Tops

Side Storages Back Storages

W 900 / 1050 / 1200
D 450

W 1050 / 1200 / 1350 / 1500 / 1650 / 1800
D 450

300/450 X 120

Access Flap

ø 750, 900, 1050, 
1200, 1350, 1500

L: 1500, 1800, 2400
W: 1200, 1500

L: 3000, 3750, 4500, 5400, 
    6000, 6750
W: 1200, 1500

Discussion TablesConference Tables

Meeting Tables Pedestals 

All dimensions in mm

1 box + 1 file 
392W x 450D x 550H

2 box + 1 file 
392W x 450D x 680H

1 box + 1 file
with fabric cushion  
392W x 450D x 610H

1 box + 1 file 
406W x 459D x 550H

2 box + 1 file 
406W x 459D x 680H

1 box + 1 file
with fabric cushion  
406W x 459D x 610H

Metal

Pre-lam



Ahmedabad +91 98257 15785

Bengaluru  +91 74069 48000

Chennai  +91 91766 20989 

Hyderabad  +91 88869 60480

Indore  +91 80077 74195 

Kochi  +91 85509 67644

Kolkata  +91 80077 72456 

Mumbai  +91 80077 72461 

Nagpur  +91 80077 72456 

New Delhi  +91 72900 78161 

Pune +91 80071 77334
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Our Quality Standards and Green Certifications

ISO 18001 
(OHSAS & Safety) 

BIFMA e3-2014 
Certified Products

ANSI/BIFMA e3-2014 Furniture Sustainability Certification and other Green Certifications help us to 

maintain the highest of global green standards and work as a responsible corporate which brings a 

positive environmental, economic and social impact.

The production facilities at SOS are built and run to best ofglobal standards and industrial practices. 

This is endorsed by our ISO and BIFMA Certifications apart from numerous other awards.

Products qualify for credits 
leading to LEED standard 

Green Building Certification

Spacewood Office Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Corporate office & Plant: 

ISO 9001 
(Design & Manufacturing), 
ISO 14001 (Environment)

Green Pro 
Certified Products
approved by IGBC

Why SOS?

World Class 
manufacturing 

facility 

Environmentally
Sustainable 

productsTrusted over 
the years

National Sales & 
Service Network

Customised
solutions

SZ-13, Butibori MIDC Area, Nagpur-441122 INDIA  

+91 7103 297601 / 297602  

sos@spacewood.in | www.sosoffice.in


